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Post No Bills
AGITPROP REVISTED

- Anjali Gupta -

Perhaps the Gutenberg Bible is the source of the print’s curse—to be seen all too
often as a purely utilitarian object. But the very qualities that may marginalize the
print in the fine art realm—inherent multiplicity, relative affordability and the
potential for rapid dissemination—exalt the medium at the street level, so much
so that popular dissent seems to flow in parallel to printmaking innovation and
practice. (I don’t mean to imply that the medium is subversive or reactionary by
nature, but few other art forms can claim a history so knotted with a socially
conscious ethos.)

Less than thirty years after Johannes Gutenberg successfully assembled his first
press, the poster was born: a small, manageable, hand-pulled print that enabled
the discreet dissemination of advertisements—as well as ideas and images. By the
early seventeenth century, the medium had become such an effective means of
criticizing the clergy and monarchy in Europe—France in particular—that the
mere posting of unsanctioned bills was forbidden.1

But, as we all know, artists rarely do as they’re told. By the late-eighteenth/early-
nineteenth century, artists across the globe—from Honoré Daumier to José
Guadalupe Posada—were producing and distributing vast quantities of satirical
leaflets, though many were meant more to amuse or commemorate than to
instigate social or political change. I say this not to discount the visual power or
humanitarian sentiment of certain printed works, including Francisco de Goya’s
masterful Los Caprichos (1797–1799) and Desastres de la guerra (1810–1820)
series, but to reinforce a distinction—and eliminate some existing
confusion—between print-based activism and the fine art print.

In terms of contemporary protest, one can literally plot the last century of radical
movements on a visual continuum, punctuated, no doubt, by iconic posters of a
youthful, bereted Che Guevara and a beautiful, defiant Huey Newton on his
wicker throne. The iconography of modern dissent is obviously a subject worthy
of its own discipline, but with the will to subvert and provoke inevitably comes a
certain amount of legal scrutiny—a reality that activists (rather than artists
engaged in occasional visual editorializing) instinctively understand. While



posters of Guevara, Newton and other revolutionary leaders may well be iconic,
the people who produced these images have long ago faded into oblivion.
Anonymity is key in distinguishing between “agitprop” and artwork that carries a
politically or socially conscious ethos and happens to take the form of a print.
Even in the giddy, idealistic days leading up to the riots of 1968, the students of
Paris rarely signed their work—posters that today remain exquisite examples of
the graphic and political power of the print.
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Career contemporary artists seek some sort of recognition through the act of
public display and dissemination; career activists, on the other hand, are
consigned by necessity to the realm of anonymity. One can hardly picture an
aging Barbara Kruger or Ken Lum surreptitiously liberating a billboard in Times
Square. L.A.-based Robbie Connal’s nationwide network of wheatpasting soldiers
will never see their names in print—unless, of course, they’re caught in the act of
hanging Connal’s posters.

Because of its history, utility and accessibility, art historians often characterize
printmaking as the most “democratic” of all art forms. This characterization
certainly fits in terms of prints produced as a means of direct communication, but
when scholars attempt to extend this designation into the realm of fine art, things
can get a little sticky.



Agitprop, the catchall term that has become all but synonymous with illegal
wheatpasting in recent years, borrows the name of a Soviet bureau established in
the 1920s. The bureau’s sole function was to fuel the regime’s propaganda
machine, producing thousands upon thousands of prints on a yearly basis to
glorify party officials and reinforce Communist mores. In the Soviet Union, the
print was used as a tool of social control; yet, the very same poster hung in the
U.S. during the same period in history was an extreme act of dissent. The implicit
duality of agitprop—control vs. dissent—makes the frequent use of the term today
problematic at best.

The difference between propaganda and protest art is also largely dependent on
what side of the barbed wire fence one finds him- or herself standing at any given
point in history, and that position is rarely the result of anything categorically
“democratic.” Our own country’s propaganda machine is currently at full throttle.
The U. S. Department of Defense defines its Psychological Operations (or
PsyOps) as, “planned operations to convey selected information and indicators to
foreign audiences to influence their emotions, motives, objective reasoning, and
ultimately the behavior of foreign governments, organizations, groups, and
individuals. The purpose of psychological operations is to induce or reinforce
foreign attitudes and behavior favorable to the originator’s objectives.”2 The
distillation of this doublespeak is, of course, state sanctioned propaganda.
Dropping leaflets over civilian areas is PsyOps’ primary means of delivery. While
the mechanics of printmaking might be theoretically democratic, its impact is
clearly anything but.

Consider also a fairly recent breed of apolitical street-based poster, sticker,
photocopy and stencil art—works rendered with the sole purpose of subverting
the act of subversion. (I include stencil art because these days, it’s widely
considered the poor man’s screenprint.) The most widely known of these artists is
Shepard Fairey. The San Diego-based Obey the Giant creator relates his work to
Martin Heidegger’s notion of phenomenology; specifically, “the process of letting
things manifest themselves” as explored in Heidegger’s The Basic Problems of
Phenomenology (Indiana University Press, 1954). Equally prolific is the lesser-
known, brilliantly misanthropic U.K.-based agitator Bansky, who characterizes
his crew’s actions as pure self-entertainment—hence their flippant but catchy
slogan, “Just because we don’t care doesn’t mean we don’t understand.” In
reality, the nature of contemporary street-based artwork falls somewhere
between the lofty notion of phenomenological study and pure public
masturbation, though both are often lumped together with true agitprop.

On a good day, I think of Shepard Fairey as an inspired subversive, a media-savvy
manipulator—a sort of fledgling, G-rated Martin Kippenberger, even—and
Bansky as a less junked-out Jean-Michel Basquiat. On a bad day, I just want to
spank them both, along with a host of lesser-known street artists whose work,
though intermittently entertaining, skilled or beautiful, often fails to deliver any
sentiment above the superficial act of property defacement. Have visual artists
become so politically disenfranchised that the simple act of spatial piracy is a
valid form of social protest even when the image itself holds no deliberate
meaning?

Even in a discussion of street-based artwork, it seems that the division between
insider and outsider art still comes into play. Fairey’s widely publicized Obey
campaign began as a student project at the Rhode Island School of Design in the
early nineties. His embrace of absurdist propaganda was postured as an
informed, intentional investigation of media appropriation, the social function of



the print and the dissemination of an idea—or, in this case, a non-idea. It took
time for his posters and stickers to find their way across the nation and,
eventually, the world.

In this process (and in Fairey’s defense), a large pool of foot soldiers—mostly
white, middleclass suburban male skate punks—was mobilized. By the time the
World Trade Organization rolled into Seattle in 1999, these kids were ready.
Stickers, posters, leaflets and stencils were all available at the click of a
mouse—an interesting step in the adaptive evolution of the bootstrapping,
handmade and hand-delivered history of printed matter as a potential tool of
dissent.

Aside from the handful of morons photographed wearing Air Jordan sneakers to
Nike child labor protests, few activists in the last 25 years have capitalized on the
power of the print as aggressively, brilliantly and as successfully as the protesters
of the 1999 World Trade Organization Ministerial. Though largely ignored by the
mainstream media, 50,000–100,000 (depending on who you ask) activists and
wheatpaste soldiers successfully brought the city to a standstill and halted the
WTO conference. Battle for Seattle prints—both informational and
graphic—were distributed over the Internet months before protests took place. In
this instance, the print was used to mobilize and instigate—not commemorate. In
other words, this was an authentic instance of contemporary agitprop in action.
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Printmaking and appropriation also have a long and tangled history. The
caricature is, in its essence, the hijacking of an individual’s visage. Targeted
appropriation—in Fairey’s case, the elevation of a B-grade performer into an
international icon—dovetails with the print history of satirical usage and public
display. But countless artists, from the Guerrilla Girls and the Billboard
Liberation Front to Dread Scott, Bansky and Dr. D, have all successfully executed
similar feats of piracy that packed far more philosophical meat, yet few have
come close to Fairey in terms of popularity and acclaim. Perhaps this disparity is
yet another example of Peter Sloterdijk’s theory of “cynical reason” in practice.
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In his Critique of Cynical Reason (1983), Sloterdijk wrote, “Cynicism is
enlightened false consciousness. It is that modernized, unhappy consciousness,
on which enlightenment has labored both successfully and in vain. It has learned
its lessons in enlightenment, but it has not, and probably was not able to, put
them into practice. Well-off and miserable at the same time, this consciousness
no longer feels affected by any critique of ideology; its falseness is already
reflexively buffered.” Graffiti artists, media pranksters, train taggers,
wheatepasters, stencilheads and Culture Jammers all exhibit shades of cynicism
as defined by Sloterdijk. Perhaps there truly is comfort in numbers.

In defiance of the notion of street art—graffiti, poster and stencil art in
particular—as synonymous with property crime, Bansky’s website (bansky.co.uk)
offers a few words:

When explaining yourself to the police, it’s worth being as reasonable as
possible. Graffiti writers are not real villains. I am always reminded of this by
real villains who consider the idea of breaking in someplace, not stealing
anything and leaving behind your name in four foot high letters the most
retarded thing they’ve ever heard of. Remember, crime against property is not
real crime. People look at an oil painting and admire the use of brushstrokes to
convey meaning. People look at a graffiti painting and admire the use of a
drainpipe to gain access.

The artist’s March 2005 infiltration of four of NYC’s premiere arts
institutions—the Museum of Modern Art, the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the
Brooklyn Museum and the American Museum of Natural History—lends this
credo more than a bit of real world credibility. His screenprints Discount Soup
Can (2005), illicitly installed at the Modern Museum of Art and Americanus
Withus Oragainstus (2005), illicitly installed at the Museum of Natural History,
are heady manifestations of appropriation in action that may well prove an
evolutionary leap for the street artist.
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The nature and practice of appropriation are related to notions of mediation and
ownership—crucial issues in print theory and practice. Well before the creation of
the Internet, artists working with the print managed to push the notion of
mediation to the point of fracture. Take British artist Richard Hamilton’s
screenprint Kent State (1970), for example. Hamilton photographed his
television set on May 4, 1970, as the tragic events of the Kent State massacre were
unfolding half a world away. He then took a hardcopy of one disturbing
frame—an image of student activist Dean Kahler bleeding from the wound that
would ultimately leave him paralyzed for life—and turned it into a 13-color
screenprint. Mull over this process. Hamilton took a photograph of a broadcasted
signal, separated it into multiple screens and reproduced it some 5,000 times.
The serial complexity of this act is so mind-boggling, I can clearly picture Jean
Baudrillard’s head imploding.

Today, Kent State prints sell for upwards of $2,000 apiece?3 while the tools of
Fairey’s Obey campaign are free and their unchecked reproduction is highly
encouraged. Ownership, in one scenario, lies with the image; in the other, it lies
with the artist. Personally, I’d be reticent to suggest which scenario is more
“democratic.”

1 Bevis Hillier, Posters (Stein and Day, New York, 1969), 15.

2 Source: http://www.iwar.org.uk/psyops

3 Source: http://www.simsreed.com
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